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By prolmabamen. Setup.rar.Q: Moving A File Between Server From App? I would like to move a file
from my app to a server. To make things a bit easier, let's say I don't want to have to create a web

service just to pass the file back and forth between my app and the server. So how would I be able to
move a file from my app to a server? I would like to include both an API and a backend server in the

solution. A: For your needs, I guess you will need to make a http request (create and send your
request to the server) to move the file to the server. Q: App start crashing when capturing frame on

ios I have developed an ios app using swift where i need to capture frame of my view. My problem is,
it start crashing at the point where I am capturing the frame, i mean before doing the operation on

view. let layer = self.imageView.layer layer.addSublayer(light
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